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Making a Path Straight

A very worried neighbour’s son greeted me when I got home one Monday night, a couple of years 

ago (10.1.11 to be precise!).  On the boundary between their place and ours above a rock wall is a 

lonicera hedge that had got well and truly out of control, so much so that it had bulged over on our 

side.

The neighbour’s son in a moment of boredom had decided to reduce it’s height by two thirds and 

bring it back into line.  He began cutting it back from his side.  What he didn’t realise and couldn’t 

see was the bulge on our side.  All was going well but suddenly the weight of the bulge meant he 

couldn’t stop a rather large hedge from falling into our place.  He was worried, probably due to 

the reaction he might get from us.

He needn’t have worried, I’m into that sort of thing, and quickly got changed and gave him a hand. 

Hedges are a bit like our lives, we like to keep them neatly trimmed and looking good, but 

sometimes the reality is they’ve gone out of shape and it takes more that trimming to get them 

back into shape.

Trying to be a better person has a low success rate, walking alongside Jesus can be powerfully 

effective.

Today it’s hard to believe what the hedge used to be like, today clean straight lines replace what 

was rough and unruly, the way it was meant to be.  A successful restoration, though it’s worth 

noting that it has taken two growing seasons to begin to look as it should, radical changes take 

time before they look good.  

Sometimes people become Christians but it’s only after getting to know Jesus more that behaviour 

changes, that we realise that some of the things we used to do aren’t how Jesus expects us to live. 

In the church we welcome people in that they might believe and then behave.  If we waited for 

people to behave before we welcomed we might be waiting for a while…

Today we begin to look at Jesus’ life, and we start with His cousin John the Baptist and the passage 

from Luke chapter 3.  John is the one who was to come and prepare the way, he is noted as being 

the one that the prophet Malachi refers to 400 years earlier:

Malachi 3:1

“I will send my messenger, who will prepare the way before me. Then suddenly the Lord you are 

seeking will come to his temple; the messenger of the covenant, whom you desire, will come,” 

says the Lord Almighty.



And now we have this passage in Luke chapter three where John fulfils this 400 year old prophecy.

Read Luke 3:1-7

V1-2  The Powerful and Privileged

It might seem a strange beginning to a chapter naming all these important people, why has Luke 

done this?  It’s more than just giving us a date to when these things happened (though it’s probably 

28 to 29 CE/AD).  Herod mentioned here puts John in prison, Pilate and Annan and Caiaphas have a 

hand in arresting and executing someone too – Jesus.  All these people seem to have similar roles 

in opposing God’s purposes.  A couple are not too well known now but at the time of writing they 

must have had some notoriety. 

What is really fascinating even funny that verse two says, ‘the word of God came to’, who?  John!  

Not to those other important people, and horrors! in the wilderness, , it should have been in the 

offices of Annas and Caiaphas as high priests or at least in the temple.  Here we have something 

that shows that something very different is happening.

It looks like Mary’s song from chapter one is coming true, the rich and powerful go empty handed. 

Luke 1:52-53

New International Version (NIV)

52 He has brought down rulers from their thrones

    but has lifted up the humble.

53 He has filled the hungry with good things

    but has sent the rich away empty.

There’s a bias here to the poor.

How will those who have the power and privilege view this?  John is on a collision course with 

these  powerful leaders.  But he has a basis to act as the verses from Malachi and Isaiah show.

V3 John’s Way

John has been in the wilderness since verse 80 of chapter one.  (‘He went’ at the start of verse 

three doesn’t mean going anywhere else, rather he just moved around.)  The wilderness and 

Jordan setting are significant for the early listeners as they echo the exodus when God brought the 

Israelites out of Egypt and resettled them, breaking them free, deliverance, and so we have here 

too the beginning of deliverance, the preparation for Jesus’ ministry when people then and us now 

would be delivered in a new exodus from sin Satan and death. 

That John remained apart from towns and cities is worth reflection.  For the people to come out 

into the wilderness to meet John they showed their separation from their ordinary life.   And they 

were baptised as a symbol of turning their lives around and going on a new path.



The important thing to note with John’s baptism, is that it was like ours is up with repentance and 

behaviours that demonstrated righteousness were expected.  It’s like ours here, it is also 

repentance baptism, not for babies or as a ritual.  A turning has to have occurred, towards Jesus.

Repentance is about changing from loyalty to ourselves to being completely for God.  There’s an 

understanding of the forgiveness of sin and how it restores people to be part of God’s community.

Water was important in this as it cleanses, it has great cleansing ability, much like for Maori, as I 

understand it, going from tapu to noa involves washing in water, you leave a cemetery and you 

wash your hands, making yourself clean.  But not only now but back in the Old Testament too, 

Isaiah 1:16-17

16 Wash and make yourselves clean.

    Take your evil deeds out of my sight;

    stop doing wrong.

17 Learn to do right; seek justice.

    Defend the oppressed.

Take up the cause of the fatherless;

    plead the case of the widow.

Ezekiel 36:25-26

I will sprinkle clean water on you, and you will be clean; I will cleanse you from all your impurities 

and from all your idols. 26 I will give you a new heart and put a new spirit in you; I will remove 

from you your heart of stone and give you a heart of flesh.

It is in this context that water was being used, to cleanse people, physically but also 

metaphorically, and in the wilderness where do you find water?  The Jordan river.  This is why it 

was an important place in John’s ministry.  

Baptism is a sign of repentance, that you are putting your life on another track, for us that you are 

taking Jesus seriously, you do want to follow Him, that you are making an effort to change to be 

more Christlike, like Jesus.  

This turnaround affects how you work, at school or wherever, how you are at home to brothers and 

sisters and parents, to spouses and children, this affects how you spend your money, your time, 

your whole of life.  Baptism is a very public statement that yep, I’ve checked out this Jesus stuff, 

it all adds up and for the rest of my life I’m going to give it my best, to be a Jesus follower, a 

Christian, to live with the values that Jesus lived and taught.

As John taught different people asked, see verses 10 to 14, ‘What should we do?’  And to the 

surprise of many he doesn’t say to the soldiers to stop being soldiers and tax collectors to stop 

collecting tax, but to work with honesty and integrity in their roles.  To others he doesn’t say to 

stop doing what they’re doing, but to reflect Jesus’ values in their settings.

Wherever we are and whatever we do, we are to be as Jesus was, to reflect in our work and in our 

relationships the values of Jesus.  In our homes and workplaces, on the sports fields and other 



places where we gather, we can reflect the values of Jesus and help make the way smooth for 

others.  

V4-6 Making a Smooth Way

When there are hills in the way, it’s hard to see, when there are deep valley’s to cross getting to 

the other side can be hindered.  We have to be like railway engineers in helping people get to 

Jesus, see Jesus, understand the freedom that comes from having our sin forgiven.

We all know who made the way smooth for us to be where we are today.  How might we make the 

way smooth for someone else?  

I wonder if it’s in the simple conversations about church, someone says it’s boring, we have a 

choice - agree, or suggest that going along to be entertained isn’t what church is about, someone 

says churches just want your money, we have a choice - agree or tell them about how the church 

helps a variety of people in the community, their coffee is terrible, agree, or tell them, actually it 

isn’t too bad at my church.  

Making the way smooth is as much about removing stumbling blocks, stumbling blocks that stop 

people from seeing Jesus, which is what John was all about, helping and preparing the way for 

people to see Jesus.

Conclusion

This passage isn’t a nice passage about John, it’s actually a challenging passage that asks us 

whether we’re being like John to anyone, asking us who we are preparing the way for, making 

straight paths for?  Who is more likely to hear and know about Jesus because of us?

As I think about our neighbour’s son who began to cut the hedge, what I like about him, is that he 

had initiative, he just did it, made a start.  He didn’t keep anything hidden under a rock, just went 

out and did what was right.

He made a difference, and like the starfish on the beach, we can too, just one at a time.  One 

person helping one person… 

(To watch the DVD clip go to the link below and click ‘Operation Starfish’ on the right side of the 

page – see green circle and play symbol)

http://www.alpha.org.nz/index.php/operation-starfish

If you were going to do some smoothing so that people might learn about repentance, about 

forgiveness of sin, about Jesus, how might that look?  Maybe it would be showing concern for those 

around you that no one else does, maybe it would be in your use of time, maybe it’s as simple as 

being proud of your faith, not ashamed.

Prepare the way of the Lord.  It’s up to us.  Who could you prepare the way for?  Just one person?  

What might it mean for them?  Might it mean coming along to pizza church, our evening alpha 



starting in a couple of weeks?  Wow, we might have too many for the Library, we might have to use 

the big screen in here?!  

Can we pause and pray and think about one person that you could deliberately try to smooth the 

way for, then when you’re ready, come up, kneel down and pray for that person, write their name 

on one of the starfish and with a tiny piece of blue tack stick your starfish on the smooth straight 

lines of the cross.

Let’s pray

Lord Jesus, I want to pray for all these people that hills and the valleys that are stopping them 

from seeing you, stopping them from getting to you, might filled in and made low, may the rough 

paths be made smooth for them.  For your people here Lord, please give them courage and 

confidence, pride in their faith in You, may they not be ashamed of You and what You have done 

for us.

You are a wonderful God, a good and faithful friend.

Amen


